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COMPLETE THE 
REIMBURSABLE MEAL 

GRAIN

PROTEIN

FRUIT VEG MILK

WATER

Objective: Use suggestive selling prompts to promote 
reimbursable meals.

Participants use suggestive selling prompts to encourage students to 
purchase complete reimbursable meals. They diagnose sample selections 
to determine which food items are needed to create a reimbursable meal. 
During the Booster Shot, lunchroom staff  and students collaborate to give 
the lunchroom a festive new look and to build rapport.

FEBRUARY
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LESSON 7:

Complete the Reimbursable Meal

MATERIALS

• Trainer’s Script

• WORKSHEET: Complete the Reimbursable Meal 
(pages104–105)

• Lined paper

• Pens/pencils

• Large paper, markers

• 6 sample incomplete meals (using real food, 
food models, or photos/slides)

SAY:

This year, we have used suggestive selling to promote target foods in 
our lunchroom. This month, our target item is the reimbursable meal 
(RM).

As a warm-up, let’s divide into two groups and ponder these questions: 

 � Group A: Why is it better for students to buy a reimbursable meal, 
also known as a “complete” meal, rather than individual a la carte items? 
Consider the diverse perspectives of the students, their parents, their teachers/
administrators, and us in the lunchroom.

 � Group B: What qualifies as a reimbursable meal? What are the guidelines?

DO:

• Split participants into two equal groups. Give each group lined paper and pens/pencils for recording 
ideas. Let them discuss their assigned prompts (1 minute), then share their answers with the whole 
group (1 minute each). Confi rm, correct, or embellish the answers, as needed. If desired, record 
correct answers on large paper where the group can see and refer to them. 

Possible answers include:

Group A: Reimbursable meals (RMs) include complete nutrition, which is better for students’ long-
term health. RMs keep students fuller longer (rather than a short-term spike), so their focus, mood, 
behavior, and energy are improved for the rest of the school day, which is good for them and for the 
school staff . Their parents’ money is spent on the healthy foods they want their children to eat. Lastly, 

ADVANCE PREPARATION

Prepare six models of incomplete meals featuring items on the lunchroom menu, using either real 
foods or food models. Plate and store them for use during workshop, or photograph 
them and use the photos/slides during the workshop.

Collaborate with art, 
health, or photography 

teachers on a student-made 
lunchroom poster project—

see SmarterLunchrooms.org 
for lesson plans and advice 

for collaborating 
with teachers.
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RMs are good for lunchrooms. They earn a federal subsidy (for qualifying students and schools), 
which helps lunchrooms fi nancially. They are fast to serve (in grab-and-go situations) and fast to key 
in, which can mean smoother serving line operations and faster transaction times. 

Group B: Reimbursable meals satisfy the USDA standards. They include three to fi ve of the fi ve meal 
elements: protein, grain, fruits and/or vegetables, and milk. At least one component must be a fruit or 
vegetable. Other requirements defi ne foods’ nutritional content, such as the inclusion of whole grains 
and limits on sugar and sodium content. Choices cannot repeat. 

Source: http://www.fns.usda.gov/school-meals/faqs

 SAY:

That was great information we should all know by heart. 

When a student goes through our line with an incomplete meal on her (or his) tray, how can we 
encourage her to “make it a meal”? In the next activities, we’ll practice three important skills:

 � Identifying incomplete meals

 � Suggesting items to complete the meal (suggestive selling)

 � Using great customer service to build rapport with students

 DO:

• Distribute the Complete the Reimbursable Meal worksheet. Instruct participants to complete Part 
1: Individual Practice, naming the fi ve meal components and identifying missing elements (if any) 
from the examples. They may work individually or in pairs, per the instructor’s discretion. (2 minutes) 
Circulate to provide support as needed.

• Review participants’ answers (2 minutes). Our answers are:

 ū Protein (meat, egg, beans/legumes, cheese, peanut butter, yogurt, meat substitute), dairy (milk), 
2 fruits/vegetables, grain

 ū Ex. 1: 3/5 = incomplete, needs at least 1 fruit/vegetable

 ū Ex. 2: 3/5 = complete, but suggest milk + grain

 ū Ex. 3: 2/5 = incomplete, needs at least 1 fruit/vegetable, suggest adding milk

 ū Ex. 4: 1/5 =  incomplete, suggest beans (protein) to make salad an entrée + milk, can also suggest 
another fruit/vegetable + grain

 ū Ex. 5: 3/5 = complete, but suggest milk + 1 fruit/vegetable

 ū Ex. 6: 2/5 = incomplete, needs at least 1 fruit/vegetable; only 1 grain can be part of a RM

SAY:

Now we will practice this skill in person during Part 2: Verbal Practice. Please form pairs, then review the 
sample prompts on the second page of the worksheet.

LESSON 7: 

Complete the Reimbursable Meal
continued
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For this activity, take turns playing the lunchroom server/cashier. The other partner will play the student/
audience. The server/cashier will:

 � View the tray or slide

 � Evaluate which items (if any) are needed to form a reimbursable meal

 � Decide if any other target foods can be included in that meal

 � Use or adapt a verbal prompt to make a recommendation to the “student” partner

Alternate roles with each tray. (2 minutes)

You have three goals:

 � Great customer service: eye contact, friendly voice, relaxed posture, smile

 � Quick, accurate understanding of the content of a qualifying RM

 � Accurate, helpful suggestion of item(s) to include, using appropriate prompts

DO:

• Lay out or cue the 6 sample trays or photos/slides.  

• Facilitate the transition as participants form pairs and scan the list of prompts. 

• During the activity, circulate to provide support. Spend 15–20 seconds per example. Encourage 
participants to be relaxed and friendly. Many correct answers are possible.

SAY:

Thank you for your enthusiasm and participation. Going forward, use prompts like these to encourage 
students to select, eat, and enjoy reimbursable meals.

FOLLOW-UP

Post the warm-up answers in a prominent staff  area. Post prompts from part 2 at registers and along 
the serving line. 

Check in with staff  daily at fi rst, then weekly, to ensure that prompts and customer service techniques 
are implemented daily to encourage students to choose reimbursable meals (or assign this duty to the 
kitchen manager or other staff  member). Give positive feedback and encouragement. 

Lay out an “incomplete meal” sample tray (using real or model food) in the staff  area once or twice per 
week as low-pressure “pop quizzes” for the staff .

LESSON 7: 

Complete the Reimbursable Meal
continued
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MATERIALS

• Trainer’s Script

• Decorations and bulletin board supplies

 –  seasonal, food-related, and/or 
school-spirit themed

This easy, fast decorating project lets sta�  members and students work together to add 
beauty, fun, and interest to the lunchroom. It helps develop friendly rapport and cooperation.

ADVANCE PREPARATION

At least two weeks before the booster shot lesson, coordinate the students’ visit. See the October 
Booster Shot for details. Suggestion: Invite the same students as before to further develop that 
relationship and put staff  members at ease.

Before the party, gather or create the decorations and other supplies. Clear the lunchroom spaces (walls, 
bulletin boards, and ceiling tiles) to make room for decorations. Themes may include food, school spirit, 
or seasonal holidays, as well as any new signs the lunchroom needs (ex.: “Recycle Here Æ” or “Tomorrow’s 
Special”). All signs should be neat, colorful, clean, and easy to read from 20+ feet away. Free and 
customizable sign designs are at SmarterLunchrooms.org. Laminate signs for durability.

  DO:

• Assemble the signs, decorations, and fasteners.

• Create name tags for all participants and students.

• Confi rm you have access to all necessary lunchroom spaces (hallways/waiting area, service lines, dining 
area, bulletin boards and showcases, etc.).

 SAY: (begin with just staff  members)

Welcome! Today we will update our lunchroom’s look with fresh seasonal décor and eye-catching signs. 
The students will help us! Let’s welcome them.

  DO:

• Invite the students to enter. Distribute name tags and renew introductions.

BOOSTER SHOT 7: 

Seasonal Decorating Party with Students* 
*student involvement is strongly encouraged but not required

• Fasteners (tape, pushpins, etc.)

• Name tags (if including students)
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BOOSTER SHOT 7: 

Seasonal Decorating Party with Students
continued

SAY:

Thank you for joining us again. Today, we’ll add fun and color to the lunchroom with signs and other 
decorations. Please form pairs, one student with each staff  member.

DO:

• Facilitate pairing up and the renewal of introductions. Invite pairs to choose areas of the lunchroom 
to embellish. Distribute the corresponding decorations and fasteners.  

• Circulate to assist with the decorating and interactions. Encourage pairs to work together and have 
fun! Make sure signs are clearly visible. Praise their eff orts.

• At the end of the workshop time, gather participants for farewells and thanks.

SAY:

Thank you all for being so friendly and creative. We want students and staff  alike to feel welcome and 
comfortable here. Enjoy the spaces you helped create and say hello when you see each other in the 
lunchroom. We all work hard here at [school name] and appreciation and friendliness can go a long way 
toward brightening everyone’s day.  

We are working this year to improve the lunchroom and the experiences of both staff  members and 
students. Sincere, helpful feedback is always welcome. I hope we can collaborate on other changes and 
celebrations in the future.

FOLLOW-UP

Check back with staff  members about their reactions to working with the students. Post discussion 
questions in the staff  area. Sample questions include:

• How was this interaction diff erent than the fi rst? How is the relationship developing?

• What good ideas did the students off er for the decorations?

• What future decorations or changes would you like to see?

Update the seasonal decorations every 1–3 months, as appropriate.




